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Vulcano 

 
Anacapri 

 

• 1-Strip wide plank, 3-ply engineered floor.   
• Natural oil finish with zero VOC. 
• 5/8”x7-1/2”xRL.   
• 4mm wear layer. 
• 22.34 SF/CTN, 35 CTN/Pallet, 37 LBS/CTN. 
• 25-year finish warranty, Lifetime structural warranty.    

 

Unlike the acrylic or polyurethane finish which forms a film on the surface of the floor, the 
Natural Oil finish penetrates into the wood fibers and becomes part of the wood.  
Therefore, it permits the wood to breathe through the surface and allows the moisture to 
go in and out of the wood freely.  The natural oil deeply penetrates the wood surface 
preventing the finish from cracking, blistering, peeling or flaking.   Natural Oil finish also 
offers excellent durability and easy maintenance.  Rejuvenation and repair of the floor is 
non invasive.  It can also be spot repaired whereas the acrylic or polyurethane finishes are 
not spot repairable and requires the complete sand down and refinish of the floor.  Acrylic 
and polyurethane finish protects the floor by forming a plastic film on the surface of the 
floor whereas the oil penetrates deep into the wood, bonds and hardens the wood fiber.  
Acrylic and polyurethane finishes are more prone to pick up dirt and scratches.  Natural Oil 
finishes are more dirt repelling and scratches are not as noticeable.  With the proper 
maintenance (by using our cleaner and maintenance oil) Bella Citta® Floors will maintain its 
beautiful appearance for decades and never need to be re-sanded.    
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Crafted from Old World European Designs 

Antiqued & Oiled Hardwood Flooring 
 

Why Oiled Floor? 

For many centuries, Natural oils were used in Europe as the traditional choice to seal and protect hardwood flooring.  In the past, the 
traditional oil floors required a high amount of care to maintain the appearance of the floor.  The recent introductions of hardwax oil 
finishes have made these floors more durable than in the past.  After our specialized treatments, Bella Citta® Floor is then finished on 
site after installation with our protective Natural or White Oil that will provide your floor with a sophisticated and natural look that 
cannot be achieved by an acrylic or urethane finish.  The hard oil finish details the natural patina of the wood and enhances the color of 
the floor.  It is simply a natural hardwood floor at its finest.  Our Natural Oil finish is a non-toxic product with no harsh chemicals.  It’s 
made with natural and renewable ingredients such as vegetable oils and contains NO VOC.  It is an environmentally friendly product 
that contributes to our healthy living.    

Unlike the acrylic or polyurethane finish which forms a film on the surface of the floor, the Natural Oil finish penetrates into the wood 
fibers and becomes part of the wood.  Therefore, it permits the wood to breathe through the surface and allows the moisture to go in 
and out of the wood freely.  The natural oil deeply penetrates the wood surface preventing the finish from cracking, blistering, peeling 
or flaking.   Natural Oil finish also offers excellent durability and easy maintenance.  Rejuvenation and repair of the floor is non invasive.  
It can also be spot repaired whereas the acrylic or polyurethane finishes are not spot repairable and requires the complete sand down 
and refinish of the floor.  Acrylic and polyurethane finish protects the floor by forming a plastic film on the surface of the floor whereas 
the oil penetrates deep into the wood, bonds and hardens the wood fiber.  Acrylic and polyurethane finishes are more prone to pick up 
dirt and scratches.  Natural Oil finishes are more dirt repelling and scratches are not as noticeable.  With the proper maintenance (by 
using our cleaner and maintenance oil) Bella Citta® Floors will maintain its beautiful appearance for decades and never need to be re-
sanded.   

 

   

  

 

Why Oiled Floor? 

For many centuries, Natural oils were used in Europe as the traditional choice to seal and protect hardwood flooring.  In the past, the 
traditional oil floors required a high amount of care to maintain the appearance of the floor.  The recent introductions of hardwax oil 
finishes have made these floors more durable than in the past.  After our specialized treatments, Bella Citta® Floor is then finished on site 
after installation with our protective Natural or White Oil that will provide your floor with a sophisticated and natural look that cannot be 
achieved by an acrylic or urethane finish.  The hard oil finish details the natural patina of the wood and enhances the color of the floor.  It 
is simply a natural hardwood floor at its finest.  Our Natural Oil finish is a non-toxic product with no harsh chemicals.  It’s made with 
natural and renewable ingredients such as vegetable oils and contains NO VOC.  It is an environmentally friendly product that contributes 
to our healthy living.    

Crafted after old world European designs, Bella Citta® is a modern revival of an 
artistic timeless floor for the most demanding brands and projects. Bella Citta® is 
offered in a wide array of exquisite patterns featured with beautiful colors and 
treatments that bring out the true antique look and the beauty of the wood.     
Bella Citta® gives a room richer feeling and sophistication by gratifying all interior 
décor styles from vintage to contemporary.     
 

Bella Citta® is offered in a wide array of exquisite patterns featured with beautiful colors and 
treatments that bring out the true antique look and the beauty of the wood.     

Bella Citta® gives a room richer feeling and sophistication by gratifying all interior décor styles from 
vintage to contemporary.     

 

 

6 Series with Metro UV Oil 

Bella Citta  

Bella Citta  

Toulouse 
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• 1-Strip wide plank, 3-ply engineered floor.   
• Natural oil finish with zero VOC. 
• 5/8”x7-1/2”xRL.   
• 4mm wear layer. 
• 22.34 SF/CTN, 35 CTN/Pallet, 37 LBS/CTN. 
• 25-year finish warranty, Lifetime structural warranty.    

 

Unlike the acrylic or polyurethane finish which forms a film on the surface of the floor, the 
Natural Oil finish penetrates into the wood fibers and becomes part of the wood.  
Therefore, it permits the wood to breathe through the surface and allows the moisture to 
go in and out of the wood freely.  The natural oil deeply penetrates the wood surface 
preventing the finish from cracking, blistering, peeling or flaking.   Natural Oil finish also 
offers excellent durability and easy maintenance.  Rejuvenation and repair of the floor is 
non invasive.  It can also be spot repaired whereas the acrylic or polyurethane finishes are 
not spot repairable and requires the complete sand down and refinish of the floor.  Acrylic 
and polyurethane finish protects the floor by forming a plastic film on the surface of the 
floor whereas the oil penetrates deep into the wood, bonds and hardens the wood fiber.  
Acrylic and polyurethane finishes are more prone to pick up dirt and scratches.  Natural Oil 
finishes are more dirt repelling and scratches are not as noticeable.  With the proper 
maintenance (by using our cleaner and maintenance oil) Bella Citta® Floors will maintain its 
beautiful appearance for decades and never need to be re-sanded.    

 

3/8” x 6.25” x RL (24”-48”) 

3mm wear layer  

1 Strip Wide Plank, Multi-ply Engineered  

18.67 SQF./CTN, 21 LBS./CTN, 42 CTNS/PALLET 

Species in European Oak 

Matching moldings in 78” Stair Nose, T-mold, Threshold 
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Crafted from Old World European Designs 

Antiqued & Oiled Hardwood Flooring 
 

Why Oiled Floor? 

For many centuries, Natural oils were used in Europe as the traditional choice to seal and protect hardwood flooring.  In the past, the 
traditional oil floors required a high amount of care to maintain the appearance of the floor.  The recent introductions of hardwax oil 
finishes have made these floors more durable than in the past.  After our specialized treatments, Bella Citta® Floor is then finished on 
site after installation with our protective Natural or White Oil that will provide your floor with a sophisticated and natural look that 
cannot be achieved by an acrylic or urethane finish.  The hard oil finish details the natural patina of the wood and enhances the color of 
the floor.  It is simply a natural hardwood floor at its finest.  Our Natural Oil finish is a non-toxic product with no harsh chemicals.  It’s 
made with natural and renewable ingredients such as vegetable oils and contains NO VOC.  It is an environmentally friendly product 
that contributes to our healthy living.    

Unlike the acrylic or polyurethane finish which forms a film on the surface of the floor, the Natural Oil finish penetrates into the wood 
fibers and becomes part of the wood.  Therefore, it permits the wood to breathe through the surface and allows the moisture to go in 
and out of the wood freely.  The natural oil deeply penetrates the wood surface preventing the finish from cracking, blistering, peeling 
or flaking.   Natural Oil finish also offers excellent durability and easy maintenance.  Rejuvenation and repair of the floor is non invasive.  
It can also be spot repaired whereas the acrylic or polyurethane finishes are not spot repairable and requires the complete sand down 
and refinish of the floor.  Acrylic and polyurethane finish protects the floor by forming a plastic film on the surface of the floor whereas 
the oil penetrates deep into the wood, bonds and hardens the wood fiber.  Acrylic and polyurethane finishes are more prone to pick up 
dirt and scratches.  Natural Oil finishes are more dirt repelling and scratches are not as noticeable.  With the proper maintenance (by 
using our cleaner and maintenance oil) Bella Citta® Floors will maintain its beautiful appearance for decades and never need to be re-
sanded.   

 

   

  

 

Why Oiled Floor? 

For many centuries, Natural oils were used in Europe as the traditional choice to seal and protect hardwood flooring.  In the past, the 
traditional oil floors required a high amount of care to maintain the appearance of the floor.  The recent introductions of hardwax oil 
finishes have made these floors more durable than in the past.  After our specialized treatments, Bella Citta® Floor is then finished on site 
after installation with our protective Natural or White Oil that will provide your floor with a sophisticated and natural look that cannot be 
achieved by an acrylic or urethane finish.  The hard oil finish details the natural patina of the wood and enhances the color of the floor.  It 
is simply a natural hardwood floor at its finest.  Our Natural Oil finish is a non-toxic product with no harsh chemicals.  It’s made with 
natural and renewable ingredients such as vegetable oils and contains NO VOC.  It is an environmentally friendly product that contributes 
to our healthy living.    

• Great choice for commercial floors  

• Real and natural look 

• Durable 

• Green and environmentally friendly 

• Easy to maintain 

• Spot repairability 

• Rejuvenation without sanding and recoating 

Crafted after old world European designs, Bella Citta® is a modern revival of an 
artistic timeless floor for the most demanding brands and projects. Bella Citta® is 
offered in a wide array of exquisite patterns featured with beautiful colors and 
treatments that bring out the true antique look and the beauty of the wood.     
Bella Citta® gives a room richer feeling and sophistication by gratifying all interior 
décor styles from vintage to contemporary.     
 

Valence 

 
Raba 

 

Marseille 

 
Ardesia 

 

Toulouse 

 

Argento 

 

6 Series with Metro UV Oil 

 

Bella Citta® is offered in a wide array of exquisite patterns featured with beautiful colors and 
treatments that bring out the true antique look and the beauty of the wood.     

Bella Citta® gives a room richer feeling and sophistication by gratifying all interior décor styles from 
vintage to contemporary.     
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION & PARTS LIST 

6 Series with Metro UV Oil 

 

Board Dimension 3/8" (10 mm) x 6.25" (158 mm) x RL 24”-48” (610mm-1220m) 

Board Length 

Random Lengths 48” and 24” (1220mm and 610mm). 

*On average, 85% of the floorboards are 48” lengths (1220 mm) with the remaining 15% 

in length of 24”(610mm).   

Top Wear Layer 1/8” (3 mm) 

Construction 
1 Strip Wide Plank, Multi-ply Engineered.  

Tongue & groove, end-matched. 

Finish Metro UV Oil Finish with zero VOC. 

Use Residential, Commercial (light to medium traffic). 

Installation 
Glue down, Nail/Staple down, Floating.  Can be installed on, above and below grade. 

Refer to the Bella Citta Installation Guide for detailed installation instructions. 

Package 18.67 Sq.ft. / Carton. (1.74 M2) 

Quantity / Pallet 42 Cartons / Pallet, 784.14 Sq.ft. / Pallet. (73.08 M2/Pallet) 

Weight 21 Lbs / Carton. (9.6 KG) 

Carton Dimension  3.75” x 6.75” x 49” (95mm x 168mm x 1230mm) 

Moisture Content on Delivery 9 - 13% 

Warranty 
25 Year Limited Finish Warranty and Lifetime Limited Structural Integrity Warranty.  See 

Bella Citta Warranty guide at www.bellacittafloors.com for specific details. 

Maintenance 

Vacuum regularly to keep surface clean from foreign objects. Use Euro Cleaner as 

needed to remove dirt, grease or other particles. See Bella Citta Maintenance guide at 

www.bellacittafloors.com for specific details. 

Pattern Product  Code Species Grade Treatments and Features Maint.Oil 

Milano CDM BELA MILANO2 European Oak Rustik Handscraped, Beveled-edge, White Oiled White 

Florence CDM BELA FLORENCE2 European Oak Rustik Smoked, Distressed-edge, Natural Oiled Natural 

Sorrento CDM BELA SORRENTO2 European Oak Dekora 
Smoked, Wire Brushed, White Washed, Beveled-edge, Natural 
Oiled 

Natural 

Positano CDM BELA POSITANO2 European Oak Dekora Wire Brushed, White Washed, Beveled-edge, Natural Oiled Natural 

Venice CDM BELA VENICE2 European Oak Rustik 
Raised Knots, Carbonized, Color Infused, Handscraped, Wire 
Brushed, White Washed, Beveled-edge, Natural Oiled 

Natural 

Verona CDM BELA VERONA2 Asian Walnut Rustik Smoked, Wire Brushed, Distressed-edge, Natural Oiled  Natural 

San Marino CDM BELA SANMARIN2 European Oak Rustik 
Smoked, Wire Brushed, White Washed, White filler, Distressed-
edge, Natural Oiled 

Natural 

Palermo CDM BELA PALERMO2 European Oak Rustik 
Raised knots, Handscraped, Smoked, Wire Brushed, White 
Washed, Beveled-edge Natural Oiled 

Natural 

Treviso CDM BELA TREVISO European Oak Rustik 
Raised knots, Handscraped, , Deep smoked, Wire Brushed, , 
White washed, Beveled-edge, Natural Oiled 

Natural 

Montalcino CDM BELA MONTALCI2 European Oak Elegant Beveled-edge, White Oiled  White 

Pattern Product  Code Species Grade Treatments and Features Maint.Oil 

Toulouse FOR EURO TOULOUSE European Oak Dekora Brushed, White washed, Beveled-edge, UV oiled Natural 

Valence FOR EURO VALENCE European Oak Rustik Smoked, Distressed-edge, UV oiled Natural 

Marseille FOR EURO MARSEILLE European Oak Rustik Smoked, White washed, Beveled-edge, UV oiled Natural 

Raba FOR EURO RABA European Oak Casual Slightly brushed, Black treatment, Beveled-edge, UV oiled Natural 

Ardesia FOR EURO ARDESIA European Oak Casual Slightly brushed, Mink grey, White washed, Beveled-edge, UV oiled Natural 

Argento FOR EURO ARGENTO European Oak Casual Slightly brushed, Slight mink grey, Beveled-edge, UV oiled Natural 

http://www.bellacittafloors.com/

